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“We need an army of robots!”



Automation

DevOps



Our organizations are wrong about 
automation



The DevOps Challenge

Stability

Sp
ee

d

DevOps



Automation is a luxury!
WRONG!



We are constrained by… 

��
Ideas

��
Resources

�� 💻
Humans



Prerequisite for Scale



Manual …

�� ��
.. Has consequences

Tests Deploys



Minimize the cost of adding one more 
engineer

Coding on the margins

Maximize the value of adding one more 
engineer



It is permission to play



What do we 
automate?



https://github.com/buildo/react-components/pull/1367

It’s already here!



But the customer doesn’t want 
automation!

FeaturesFeaturesMore Features



The customer do not want my release

Friction
vs

Value



 
 

 

1. Limited software skills in their 
senior leadership

2. Ambidexterity: the capability to 
deliver on today’s challenges 
while also preparing for the 
future needs of the company

3. Leaders believe that 
digitalization is an R&D 
problem

4. Justify their lack of initiative by 
referring to the lack of desire for 
change from their most 
valuable customers



Automation is complex
WRONG!



An Obvious Upgrade



But our task really is ..



Nicole Forsgren, Ph.d

Industry and technology 
stack doesn’t matter. 
Architecture does.



Architecture

Software 
Architecture 
is not based 
on blueprints!



For each desired change, make the 
change easy (warning, this may be 
hard), then make the easy change

- Kent Beck



Testability

Testability



Deployability



Automating simple things is 
simple. Automating complex 
things might be impossible*.

- Me

* While retaining sanity



We, the 
engineers, are 
wrong about 
automation



Automation is Software
So we should treat it as such



I have a script for that!

- All of us



Version control matters!
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Testing still 
matters
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Documentation 
still matters



We automate everything



What is the total cost of ownership 
of our tools?



Not invented here

N.I.H Syndrome



Some Useful 
practices



The fundamentals

��
Version 

Controlled

��
Tested 

��
Running

��
Documented



Monitor Progress



Have circuit breakers



🚨Alert on active circuit breaker🚨



🚨Alert on stale circuitbreaker override🚨



With great power 
Comes great options
For shooting your
Foot 



Be idempotent

Remove a serverThere should be 3 servers

💩



Don’t act on lack of data

I don’t know of 
any servers, so ..

There should be 0 servers

💩



We do automation 
initiatives wrong!



Our Strategy 
Sucks



● Automate
● Profit



Driven By Cost Down



Jevons Paradox

Increased Efficiency

 != 
Reduced consumption



Manual work vs 
Automation

Amount of 
Manual work

SDO Performance

Low Medium High

Deploym
ent

 auto
m

atio
n 

Test and change 

approval autom
ation

Elite



There is 
no silver 

bullet



There is nothing so useless as 
doing efficiently that which 
should not be done at all.

- Peter Drucker



Key Takeaways

Johan Abildskov
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- Automation is software
- Automation is more than 

cost-down
- Make automatability a 

first class citizen
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